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Precedence on the fold as an event
Mario Cucinella Architects’s Kindergarten in Guastella’s series of 
frames gave an inspiration to achieve the transparency through 
the building (2014). A combination of frames accommodate for 
one activity. instead of the continuity of vistas, there is a need 

for accommodating for a changing perception that the fold 
as a cavern allows for. This can be achieved by manipulating 

the shape of the frames.

Folding frames
The movement sideways is paced with a T/16 

shift backwards between the 1st and 5th frame 
and T/16 shift forward for a slow movement 

between the three folds.

Fold as a threshold
The change in the horintal fold of the building allows 

for each activity to be fully seen from the previous 
activity only. By creating a series of frames, each 
becomes a threshold that changes perception.

Fold as an event
The series of frames are imagined to 

replicate the movement of waves by the 
change in their bending.

1st frame
x1.a = 0; y1.a = 0

x1.b = 0;y1.b = y1.a + A1.a

2nd frame
x2.a = x1.a - T1/16 y2.a = 0

x2.b = x.1b - T2/16; y2.b =y1.a +A2.a

3rd frame
x3.a = x1.a - T1/8 y3.a = 0

x3.b = x.1b - T2/8; y3.b = y3.a+A3.a

4th frame
x4.a = x1.a - 3T1/16 y4.a = 0

x4.b =x.1b -3T2/16; 
y4.b=y4.a +A4.a

A1.a

A1.b

A2.a

A2.b A3.b

A3.a

A4.b

A4.a

T1/4 T2/4 5T1/16 5T2/16 3T1/8 3T2/8 7T1/16 7T2/16

y (m)

x, t (m, s)T2/4

y1.b = A1.b*sinx1.b; y2.b = A2.b*sin (x2.b - T2/16)
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Strategic Planning, Defining Positive and Negative boundaries
Project title: Casa delle Donne Castelfranco Veneto

Year: 2021-2022
Location: Castelfranco Veneto, Treviso, Veneto, Italy

Project description: Casa delle Donne Castelfranco Veneto looks at the empowerment of 
women through a series of inter-dependent interventions to celebrate women’s history 
through the unheard voice of the women writers who emerged in Castelfranco Veneto 

and Italy.
Themes explored: Women’s Empowerment, Visual & Physical Connectivity in Urban 

Planning, Folding in Architecture, Circular Economy, Landscaping
Image description: Castelfranco Veneto can be seen through concentric layers. 
Investigating permeability and transparency of the city, visual and physical boundaries 
could be defined that formed negative and positive boundaries in the city. The positive 
ones show starting points to reconnect the fragmented parts of the city that the model 
presents. This research can be viewed through this link: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=xVO0A0DBHBE.
Programmes used: Adobe Photoshop

Skills gained: Wood-working using Mitre Saw, Bandsaw, Pillar Drill, Scroll Saw, Bobbin 
Sander, Disc Sander & Synthesising Town Analysis into Conceptual model

PROFES-
SION + 
SOCIAL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVO0A0DBHBE
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A new image of women
Casa delle Donne Castelfranco Veneto looks at the empowerment of women through a series of 
inter-dependent interventions to celebrate women’s history through the unheard voice of the 
women writers who emerged in the city and in the country. The centre focuses on the learning 

processes of the visitors and the makers of the institution and forms social enabling platforms.
1-2.Gathering/ Entrance and Storage; 3. Exploring/ Reception; 4. Transiting/ Restroom; 5. Observing; 
6. Watching; 7. Playing/ Events space; 8. Reading/ Events space; 9. Listening; 10. Embracing; 11. 

Understanding/ Workshop; 12. Reflecting/ Workshop; 13-14. Transiting/ Kitchen, Restroom, Exit
Programmes used: AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign

Programmes used: Rhino, Adobe Photoshop
Skills gained: Synthesizing theory of Poetic Construction with wood technology & Using Rendering 

effects for visualization
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Series of folds
The frames are changing as one is being guided through the space, where in each frame, a new 
image is made. A new image that renews the city’s scape. A new image to bring new interpretations 
to the image of women by each step one takes.  This elements are following the change in level 

that the topography determined.
Programmes used: Rhino, AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign

Skills gained: Mathematically descriped structural members synthesizing women writers research 
and knowledge on wave movement & Synthesizing theory on the fold



Ancor Sail

Forget-Me-Not 11

Soar

Scenarios to Forget-Us-Not
Project title: Forget-Me-Not

Year: 2021
Project description: There has previously been limited knowledge about the impact of Dementia on the brain due to the 
complexities of it. The brain is a key region of humanity; it controls the emotions which affect our quality of life (Mitchell, 2018). 

Forget-Me-Not is an intervention to celebrate the positive moments that remain alongside the challenges of Dementia
Themes explored: Dementia, Equity in Design

Programmes used: AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator
Skills gained: Re-imagining social scenarios for the future & Designing for social sustainability embedding UN Sustainable Goals

Competition: Re-imagining the Regional Artefact
Competition result: Honourable Mention

Collaborators: Lizzie Eves & Prity Chatterjee



Llandaff Theme Park 13

Welcome to Llandaff Theme Park, Closing
Project title: Llandaff Theme Park

Year: 2021
Location: Llandaff, Cardiff, Wales, United Kingdom

Project description: Llandaff Theme Park is a celebration of movement through a fluid 
continuity of the parkscape atmosphere to an architectural promenade. Every member 
of the community can find their own interest. Everyone can act according to their own 
willing. After all, everyone shall have a sense of ownership over the fields. To wander. To 

pause. To move.
Themes explored: Health, Equity in Design, Regeneration, Social sustainability, 

Landscaping
Image description: The restaurant is the invitation to enter the Sport hall and Leisure 
centre. The path taking down to the main building of the field, is slowly turning from 

natural to man-built. One is welcomed in the architectural parkscape.
Programmes used: SketchUp Pro, AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop

Skills gained: Photoshop Effects & Tree-inspired structure, synthesizing nature inspired 
elements into design
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A new skin
Project title: Play to see

Year: 2020 - 2021
Location: Roath, Cardiff, Wales, United Kingdom

Project description: Play to see is a case study of a Victorian house and its surroundings 
turned into a platform for playful activities. There have been many studies showing the 
importance of playing in well-being but there is a need for freedom in what and how 
to play. Framing spaces through the sense of touch is the primary focus of this project 
to achieve the comfort and equal participation of the blind by balancing the need for 
assistance (through the presence of certain built elements and/or individuals) and the 

freedom of play.
Themes explored: Visual impairment, Retrofit, Equity in Design

Image description: The project sits at the very end of a terrace housing. The repetitive 
nature of this system alienates, dehumanises the area. The houses are repetitions of 
blocks - the mass - which leaves a lack of space for breathing - cavity. Looking at spatial 
decomposing, all non-structural elements  show a potential for playing. For one  in finding 

way.
Programmes used: AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign

Skills gained: Digital Axonometric drawing using AutoCad 3d & Synthesizing visual impaired 
research into design
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Platform for unheard voices
Project title: Global Dialogue Centre

Year: 2020
Location: New York (USA), Mumbai (India), Airlands fjord (Norway), Morombe 

(Madagascar)
Project description: Climate change, inequality, disparities of opportunities, violence, and 
environmental degradation. These are all interconnected problems challenging our society 
which tends to solve issues at the hands of specialized individuals rather than respond to 
them collectively. Those challenges need our society to adjust and solve them in solidarity. 
The solution needs to be performed collectively, validating everybody’s contribution and 
commitment. To achieve climate justice and end the misery of many, our generation needs 

to understand the importance and power of global dialogue.
Themes explored: Equity in Design, Climate Change

Image description: When reaching with the installation one can record their experience, 
interact with the design and other. The Global Dialogue Museum provokes conversation 
through play, manipulating the form and working together to share commonalities and 

differences.
Programmes used: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premier Pro

Skills gained: Brining hand-crafter modelling and photography together & Stop-motion 
video making & Re-imagining the institution of museums

Competition: Reimagining Museum for Climate Action
Competition result: Honourable Mention

Collaborators: Aleksandra Banas, Andrew McClements, Cameron Jones
Animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO0BYpabSgU

Global Dialogue Centre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO0BYpabSgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO0BYpabSgU
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STAGE 1

STAGE 2
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STAGE 4

STAGE 5

STAGE 9
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STAGE 7

STAGE 8

STAGE 10

STAGE 11

1 yr

2 yr

4 yr
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6.5 yr 8.5 yr

10 yr

12 yr

13 yr

15 yr

Political Learning Process
With a women leadership of the institution, girls and 

young adults can learn from the older leading women 
through two set of programmes that runs based on 

request and on a monthly basis.

Professional Learning Process
With events run by women writers, girls and women are 

invited to improve their skills that can help them developing 
professionally and personally at the same time.

Sexual Learning Process
Through the creation of social security groups, girls 

and women are forming sessions to discuss any arising 

Social Learning Process
Providing platforms for women to gain confidence and a 

chance to interact and socialise. This can help in informing 

Writers’ 
contribution

consultation mentorship

a) b)

d)

e)

x4 x47

Employment opportunities
Including 36 full-time and 11 

part-time jobs.

Writers’ contribution
Categorized by location: 

Castelfranco Veneto, Veneto, 
North Italy and Italy.

creative writing wokrshop weekly read aloud

c)b)

d)

e)

x27 x12

Employment 
opportunities

Including 4 full-time and 8 

 annual writers celebration 
weekend

monthly past writers celebration 
weekend

d)

e)a)
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Fold as a threshold (Powell, 2004, p.26)
The fold as a mirror on the oppression 

experienced by women in the 
past. Explored vertically in relation 

to transparency through the 

continuous shape.

Fold as an event (Carpo, 2004)
The fold as a translation of the 

present with a distopian scenario 
in the future. Explored through 

the moments of women’s history 
in relation to transparency in the 
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Researching ‘Casa delle Donne Castelfranco Veneto’
This project had a significant research base that was necessary to identify two key problems: lack of 
recognition of women writers and the disconnectivity in the city. The concept of the fold showed a 

potential to tie these together and use the existing conditions of the site.
Programmes used: Rhino, AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe 

Premiere Pro
Skills gained: Quick information finding & Identifying common issues & Preparing documents to 

explain findings

Precedence on the fold as an event
Mario Cucinella Architects’s Kindergarten in Guastella’s series of 
frames gave an inspiration to achieve the transparency through 
the building (2014). A combination of frames accommodate for 
one activity. instead of the continuity of vistas, there is a need 

for accommodating for a changing perception that the fold 
as a cavern allows for. This can be achieved by manipulating 

the shape of the frames.

Folding frames
The movement sideways is paced with a T/16 

shift backwards between the 1st and 5th frame 
and T/16 shift forward for a slow movement 

between the three folds.

Fold as a threshold
The change in the horintal fold of the building allows 

for each activity to be fully seen from the previous 
activity only. By creating a series of frames, each 
becomes a threshold that changes perception.

Fold as an event
The series of frames are imagined to 

replicate the movement of waves by the 
change in their bending.

1st frame
x1.a = 0; y1.a = 0

x1.b = 0;y1.b = y1.a + A1.a

2nd frame
x2.a = x1.a - T1/16 y2.a = 0

x2.b = x.1b - T2/16; y2.b =y1.a +A2.a

3rd frame
x3.a = x1.a - T1/8 y3.a = 0

x3.b = x.1b - T2/8; y3.b = y3.a+A3.a

4th frame
x4.a = x1.a - 3T1/16 y4.a = 0

x4.b =x.1b -3T2/16; 
y4.b=y4.a +A4.a

A1.a

A1.b

A2.a

A2.b A3.b

A3.a

A4.b

A4.a

T1/4 T2/4 5T1/16 5T2/16 3T1/8 3T2/8 7T1/16 7T2/16

y (m)

x, t (m, s)T2/4

y1.b = A1.b*sinx1.b; y2.b = A2.b*sin (x2.b - T2/16)

1.
History of the city
Culturally significant areas 

identified. Writers in the city 
discovered.

2.
Women writers and 

Women of Italy
Lack of women writers, lack of 
women institution in the city, 

institution running in Italy.

3.
City’s development
Concentric layers in the city, 

disconnectivity between them 
identified. Possibility to re-

solve fragmantation through 
a women institution.

5.
Circularity of 

Women
Identifying the year of 

implementation for each 
intervention.

6.
Employment of 

women
Identifying the number of jobs 
created and types for women 

and girls to take on.

7.
Series of events

Defining learning processes 
and possible events that can 

be run at the institution.

4.
Strategic Planning

Defining parts of the city to be 
reconnected and the use of 

the interventions.

8.
Folding

Defining the fold according 
to the town research and po-
tential approaches to address 

women’s empowerment.

9.
Water as a symbol 

of time
Identifying wave as a means 
of expressing the folding and 

women writers’ themes.

10.
Wave’s 

mathematical 
description

Defining structural elements.

11.
Topography 

changes
Identifying areas for 

intervention and possible 
changes that can be done.

12.
Synthesis of 
information

Taking the information to 
develop the design of the 

museum.

Researching ‘Play to see’
This project was aiming to connect the issue of mass-cavity, repetition of blocks and the lack of 
acceptance of visually impaired in society. A series of activities were researched and with the use of 

nets, playing has become the focus to respond to the challenges.
Programmes used: AutoCad, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe 

Premiere Pro
Skills gained: Sensitivity towards design decisions & Playful and imaginative thinking

PASSIVE PASSIVE

TIME SPACE

ACTIVE ACTIVE

1.
Sound and the city

Identifying areas of quietness 
and loudness. Defining the 

streets’ atmopsheres

5.
Senses

Research into different senses 
and the strength of them for a 

visually impaired. 

6.
Strategy

Identifying scales in which 
improvement in the 

perception of a visually 
impaired could happen.

8.
Need for playing
Defining playing as a key 

objective of each activity that 
can allow for socialising. 

3.
Repetition of blocks

Identifying repetition of 
elements that shows a lack 

of possibility in changing 
perception.

4.
Visually impaired

Identifying key characteristics 
of a visually impaired.

7.
Defining activities

Identifying activities that can 
allow a visually impaired to 

bond with others.

9.
Perception of space
Defining areas to be changed 

to allow for changing 
perception for a blind.

10.
Mass and cavity

Synthesizing study on mass 
and cavity to define areas to 

intervene.

11.
Net to see

Research into the use of nets 
to play.

12.
Seeing by playing

Identifying areas where nets 
can be placed in. Creation of a 

series of activities.

2.
Mass and cavity

Identifying areas of mass and 
cavity around the building.
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Did we all just dehumanise ourselves?
Our Covid activities have shown a possibility to turn focus onto the quality to the action you make. 
We did not feel we want to have more and more. We did not feel almost entitled to be spending 

more and more.
Programmes used: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign
Skills gained: Composition of imagery & Collage-making

Publication: https://sophiesticated.design/2021/09/14/did-we-all-just-dehumanise-ourselves/

A time to stop
Sketching is a means of expressing, allowing a chance to freeze time. To observe our surroundings 
and capture a specific moment of it. It allows for picking up a small segment of our environment to 

be interpreted according to time, perspective and atmopshere.
Programmes used: Adobe Photoshop

Skills gained: Water colour painting & Observation skills & Attention to detail

Budapest, 2018.11.01 Budapest, 2018.08.22

Milton Keynes, 2020.05.31 Paris, 2022.05.19

Chania, 2021.09.22 Milton Keynes, 2020.06.04
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